As a corollary of this lifting property we obtain very easily the so-called delocalization-lemma for regular sequences (also [2] , Cor. 1 for local rings A and [4] Chap. I, §4). Then we exemplify that the condition <p~l(xM) = xE is not necessary for the statement of our theorem (see Example 3); otherwise it is easily seen that generally the theorem (especially Corollary 2) becomes false without any additional condition (see Examples 1 and 2).
Recall that a sequence x u -',x n of elements of A is said to be (M-regular or) an M-sequence if, for each 0^ i ^ n -1, a l+l is a nonzerodivisor on M/(x u -• •, x,)M and M/ (x u -• •, x n )M.
2. First we consider the case n = 1.
LEMMA. The notations being as above. Let x be a M-regular element in the radical rad(A) of A and suppose that (1) kercpCxE 1 .
Then x is an E-regular element too and cp is injective.
Proof. We put F = ker<p. Clearly x is £/F-regular, hence xE D F = xF, hence F = xF by (1). Therefore we get F = 0 by Nakayama's lemma, hence cp is injective and x is £-regular. THEOREM . Let E be a finite A-module, M an arbitrary A-module and <p:E->M a module-homomorphism. Let x = (jt l5 -• -,jc n ) be an M-sequence in rad (A) and suppose that Proof. Let M = ©£ 9 for t)G Ass(E/xE), and cp the homomorphism E -> M defined by u -> ^cp^u), where cp^ denotes the natural map £->£,. [Note that Ass (E/xE) is a finite set.] Since x is an £ 9 -sequence for all gE Ass(E/xE), it must be an M-sequence too. We want to apply our theorem to finish the proof. For that we show that (p~l{xM) = xE:
Since E is finitely generated, the submodule xE has an irredundant primary decomposition xE = Qi n • • • PI Q r corresponding to the ideals t), E Ass(EIxE).
Localizing xE by any ideal g E Ass (E/xE) we obtain [5] :
On the other hand we have xM = ©,j£,, hence <p~1(xM)= (1 rjcp'^xE^) . This concludes the proof of the corollary. But now we have a e = xB = mB, hence a ec = mB n A = m, hence a ec ^ a because A is not regular. This example shows that condition (2) is not necessary for the statement of the theorem.
